
This unique concept  involves a This unique concept  involves a This unique concept  involves a This unique concept  involves a 

straight forward 16,000 sf single straight forward 16,000 sf single straight forward 16,000 sf single straight forward 16,000 sf single 

sloped metal building with 22 ft eave sloped metal building with 22 ft eave sloped metal building with 22 ft eave sloped metal building with 22 ft eave 

height.  The main Youth Worship height.  The main Youth Worship height.  The main Youth Worship height.  The main Youth Worship 

Room has exposed ceilings with Room has exposed ceilings with Room has exposed ceilings with Room has exposed ceilings with 

painted round ductwork and pen-painted round ductwork and pen-painted round ductwork and pen-painted round ductwork and pen-

dent lighting.  The Gathering Room, dent lighting.  The Gathering Room, dent lighting.  The Gathering Room, dent lighting.  The Gathering Room, 

Game Room, and Café have 22 ft Game Room, and Café have 22 ft Game Room, and Café have 22 ft Game Room, and Café have 22 ft 

exposed ceilings with a 9 ft ceiling exposed ceilings with a 9 ft ceiling exposed ceilings with a 9 ft ceiling exposed ceilings with a 9 ft ceiling 

grid system underneath.  The high grid system underneath.  The high grid system underneath.  The high grid system underneath.  The high 

eave height and open  span of the eave height and open  span of the eave height and open  span of the eave height and open  span of the 

metal building provided the architect metal building provided the architect metal building provided the architect metal building provided the architect 

with a clean slate to design the open with a clean slate to design the open with a clean slate to design the open with a clean slate to design the open 

warehouse feel the owner wanted. warehouse feel the owner wanted. warehouse feel the owner wanted. warehouse feel the owner wanted.     
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